
                             Linking systems securely.

       UC Weave
          Automation and workflow engine
 

Many Unified Communications systems are complex  
and costly to operate. Add/Move/Change routines require 
expert knowledge, intensive training and, most of all, cost 
a lot of time and money. Manual steps for data acquisition 
lead to inconsistent configurations and low data quality. 
This results in a high error rate, which in turn requires  
considerable time and money to resolve.
Our system finds a solution for these challenges and  
creates the basis for efficient, cost-effective provisioning 
flows.

We automate complex configuration routines  
in Unified Communications environments.  
100% flexible and independent of manufacturers.



Telecommunications
Here at World Direct, we develop 
software and operate IT infra struc
ture for the medical, energy, real 
estate, financial, telecommunica
tions and public sectors.  
Working together with our parent 
company A1 and cooperation 
partners, we are in the business  
of creating new solutions for a 
digital future. 

#YourDigitalFuture

Your contact  

Georg 
Rinnhofer 

+43 512 56 44 64-385 
georg.rinnhofer@world-direct.at

Providers of telecommunication services are faced with the challenge of 
satisfying a central need – connecting people – in a world that is becoming 
ever faster and more complex in terms of technology. 

As an A1 subsidiary, we have years of experience in connecting and  
operating core systems. Our service portals give providers a platform for 
speeding up and simplifying flows with their key account customers.  
As experts in Unified Communications, we can support you with com-
prehensive services and products in telephony applications.

We make sure that you can concentrate on what matters most.  
The people.

Automation and standardization
UC Weave automatically accesses data in existing systems. There is  
no need to duplicate data maintenance routines. Changes are made  
in one place and automatically provisioned to all relevant systems.  
Standardization increases data quality, minimizes errors and thus saves 
time and money. There is no longer any need to intervene in the complex 
interfaces of UC systems.

Flexibility
It is not a case of the customer having to adapt to the system; we tailor 
the provisioning flow to reflect individual business requirements. This  
flexibility also allows us to incorporate third-party systems and frees  
us from exclusive ties to certain manufacturers.

Expertise and experience
We have more than 15 years’ experience in development in the field of 
Unified Communications and can offer our customers many tangible 
advantages: sound know-how in the implementation of functioning 
flows, an in-depth understanding of Unified Communications environ-
ments, solution-oriented and active participation in the individual  
implementation of the customer's system. 

UC Weave connects your data sources with your communication systems
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More about this topic 
www.worlddirect.at/tk16

The benefits to you
 

 ● Installation costs pay for 
themselves quickly 

 ● Cost savings - fewer errors 
through automation

 ● Add/Move/Change without 
manual intervention

 ● Not tied to specific makes


